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NOTE TO FILE: 
 
DATE: February 13, 2019 
 
ASSESSOR:  Kathie Thibaudeau 
   
PROJECT NUMBER: 2018-0211 
 
RE: Clarification on clearing and trails         
 
  
On February 11, 2019, the Designated Office asked the following for clarification: 

In the Mining Land Use Approval application (YOR 2018-0211-007-1, p.6) it indicates that activities 

include the construction of new trails (5 km x 3 m wide) and temporary trails (40 km x 3 m wide) if 

required, to undertake exploration drilling. The response to the information request (YOR 2018-0211-013-

1, p.3) indicates that clearing is not expected but if required, it will be minimal (dwarf alpine vegetation 

and herbaceous mat) and further notes that access via existing drill roads and pads will be used, with 

minor maintenance. Please confirm whether clearing will be required for the construction of the trails and 

temporary trails. Please confirm whether clearing activities will be required for the trails or if they too will 

have minimal, if any clearing.  

The Designated Office received the following response: 

The focus of activities will be above the treeline, using existing trails to the greatest extent possible. Some 

new trails (5 km x 3 m per the MLUA) may be constructed. The 40 km x 3 m of temporary trails indicated 

on the MLUA would be “used”, not “developed” (it is our understanding that this is the approximate extent 

of the existing trail network). 

Per the responses provided, clearing is not expected, but if required would be minimal (restricted to 

removal of the vegetation described, which would be stockpiled for later re-use in reclamation activities). 

No drill targets are planned at lower elevations, so no substantial vegetation clearing (e.g., larger shrubs 

or trees) would be required. Basically, we wanted to cover our proverbial bases wrt clearing vegetation 

above the treeline. We will endeavour not to clear, but may need to in some restricted spots. 

 

  




